
Come see our tools and solutions in motion at www.MTandE.net 

- ID Grippers - OD Grippers - Vacuum - Magnetic -  
- Efficient - Integrated - Ergonomic - 

- Custom Steel Works - 
- Turnkey Solutions - 



WWW.MTANDE.NET/ergo

WWW.MTANDE.NET/cranes 

WWW.MTANDE.NET/jibs 

See more on our turnkey solutions at www.MTandE.net 

Enclosed Track Work Station Cranes 
Gorbel® Work Station Cranes are a proven way to improve productivity, increase 
quality, and provide a safer work environment. Both the aluminum and steel Gorbel 
Workstation Crane Systems utilize enclosed track that is high in strength and low in 
weight. With the ability to span up to 30 ft. and lift capacities between 150 and 4000 
lbs., our line of ergonomic crane products guarantees increased productivity.  

 Capacities from 150 to 4000 lbs 

 Rectangular Coverage with up to 34’ bridge and 124’ runway standard 

 Standard support distances of 20, 25, and 30 feet. 

 Easy to move and position loads 

 Modular design for greater flexibility 

Easy Arm® Intelligent Lifting Device 
The Easy Arm™ Intelligent Lifting Arm is an ideal solution if you’re looking for a turn-
key, plug and play lifting solution. You get all the strength, precision, and speed of our 
patented G-Force® lifting technology and processor controlled electric servo drive 
system in the body of an ergonomic articulating jib crane. 

 Capacities: 165, 330, 660  

 Spans from 6' to 14'  

 Height under hook of 6'-11'   

 Speeds up to 180 ft. per minute  

 660 - Lifting speeds up to 45 ft. per minute in high production environments 

 Cost effective turnkey solution 

Jib Cranes 
Free Standing Jib Cranes are Gorbel’s most versatile crane. They are perfect to place 
underneath large bridge cranes, in open areas where they can serve several work 
stations, in outdoor applications such as loading docks, or in machining and assembly 
operations where they can be overlapped with other jibs to provide staged operation.  

 Capacity up to 10,000 lbs.  

 Coverage:  circular, Standard spans to 20'  

 360 degree rotation  

 3 Mounting styles; base plate mounted, sleeve mounted, insert sleeve mounted 
 
Need a smaller crane? We’ve got you covered. We have jibs with capacities starting at 
just 50 lbs. Talk to us about your application and we’ll find the best one! 


